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The Coron order, front and back.
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The Postal Money Order —

A Neglected Collectible

Some Philippine Examples
by Peter Robin

Photographs by Adrien Boutrelle

Beating the "numistelic" (one could write
"philamatic") bushes for off - beat material is always a
challenge, often not immediately rewarding, and
occasionally full of surprises. Since disposing of my
non-US paper money collection in 1974, I have been
concentrating (much to the distress of the dealers with
whom I come in contact) on acquiring both knowledge
and specimens of Postal Money Orders, a not  - too - easy
endeavor, let me assure you.

Some time ago, I acquired three pieces of Philippine
PMOs issued at the very time the Japanese were
evicting General Wainwright from Corregidor and
bring the archipelago within the Co-Prosperity Sphere.

Pieces current at that time were apparently of a
standard format, but were printed (or overprinted) for
use in individually specified towns; the three pieces I
own were all issued from the island of Palawan — the
southwestern - most island of the Philippines. They
range in date of issue from April 18th to May 14th of
1942, the last formal resistance having ended on May
9th.

The pieces, including counterfoils (which were to be
cut to show the denomination of the Order), are 210 x
80mm. Aside from the counterfoil, there are two
sections, the central portion being postmarked by the
Office of Issue and the right - hand portion being
postmarked by the Paying Office. Both sections
apparently had to be signed by the recipient of the
funds. Each issuing post office seems to have had an
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The Culion order, front and back.

Office Number assigned to it, apparently assigned in
alphabetical sequence as my pieces are Nr. 392 - Coron,
Nr. 393 - Culion, and Nr. 394 - Cuyo. The pieces are
serially numbered as well.

There are two variations of interest on my three
pieces: one is denominated in Pesos/Centavos and two
in Dollars/Cents, and two are printed on rose-colored
paper with faintly outlined "Philippines Postal Money
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(Continued From Page 59)

Summary

The unusual handling of $5 back plates 629 and 637,
produced in 1933 and 1935 respectively, provided us
with the most exciting suite of mules in our small note
repertoire. Plate 629 was placed in a state of suspended
animation for 14 years before finally being snatched
back for a brief 3-month period of use. Plate 637 was in
limbo for nine years before it was even finished. Then it
was favored with five years of rather continuous use
which is in itself an unusually long term of service.

Whatever factors combined to delay the use of these
plates for such long periods of time they created for us
one of the most challenging varieties known in
numismatics. Rarities printed from one or both of these
plates are found in the $5 mules of the 1934A, 1934B,
and 1934C FRN's; 1928D and 1928E LT's; 1934A,
1934B, and 1934C SC's; and possibly 1928C LT's. Other
unmuled combinations are possible from plate 637 in
the 1934 FRN's. Regardless of district the 1934A, 1934B,
and 1934C FRN mules from these printings rank among
the rarest of the mules.



Paper Money

Order" and a shield in the center while the third is on
bright yellow security paper similar to many checks —
also with the seal center. The yellow piece (that issued in
Cuyo) also has printed in red an "Identification
Required" clause to warn against encashment without
proof of legitimate ownership.

All three pieces bear a hand - written notation on the
reverse "Reg. Sept. 28, 1946, Cuyo, Palawan" which ties
in with similar notations on war - time bank notes
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showing that they went through some sort of
investigative process.

These items, whilst less than attractive, are of
considerable economic and historical importance and
deserve much more attention than they have thus far
enjoyed. I invite all collectors with other specimens
and/or interest in Postal Money Orders in general to
contact me for the purpose of pooling information with
an eye toward the publication of further articles.                               
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The Cuyo order, front and back.

SPMC Announces Final Sales
Results for the 1981 Bank of Semla
Souvenir Card Issued at the 1981
International Paper Money Show,

Memphis, Tennessee

Following is the final count on the number of souvenir
cards sold by SPMC. All remaining cards were
destroyed on December 31, 1981 in keeping with the
Society's policy of not making cards available after the
end of the year of issue.

Number of cards printed•	 10,000
Number of cards destroyed: 	 4,675
Number of cards sold•	 5,325

Certified by,
Wendell Wolka, President, SPMC

The Society of Paper Money Collectors has an
informative handout brochure available for the asking.
Contained in the brochure is information on the Society
and paper money in general. Take some with you to the
next coin club meeting or show. Write S.P.M.C.
secretary Bob Azpiazu, P. 0. Box 1433, Hialeah, FL
33011.

MidAmerica Show Announces
Educational Programs

The First Annual MidAmerica Coin Show will be held at
Milwaukee's MECCA Convention Center July 30-31 and
August 1, 1982. There will be a night bourse for table holders
only on Thursday the 29th of July.

Bill Quarles, Bourse Chairman for the event, has announced
that Charles Hoskins, Director of the International
Numismatic Society Authentication Bureau, will attend the
show and man a table on the bourse floor to render informal
authenticity opinions on coins presented for his examination.
In addition, there will be a lecture presentation by Mr. Hoskins
on the history and methods of coin alteration and
counterfeiting. Mr. Hoskins is a past director of the American
Numismatic Association Certification Service, having served
in that capacity from 1972-1976, when he joined the staff of the
International Numismatic Society.

The MidAmerica Show will also feature an educational
forum on National Bank Notes. The paper money program will
be moderated by Kevin Foley, editor of The Centinel, quarterly
journal of the Central States Numismatic Society.

In addition, a program on Commemorative Halves will be
conducted by James Skwarek. Mr. Skwarek is a numismatic
writer whose articles have appeared in The Centinel and The
Gobrecht Journal.

Special discount room rates are available at Milwaukee's
Hyatt-Regency Hotel to anyone attending the MidAmerica
Coin Show and mentioning that fact when they make their
reservation.

Bourse Chairman Quarles can be contacted at Quality Coin
Service, 5464 North Port Washington Road, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin 53217. Phone: (414) 963-9331.

Admission to the MidAmerica Coin Show and its
educational programs will be free of charge.
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